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INTRODUCTION TO THE BODY 

Welcome to SouthMUNC VII’s First     

Committee - Disarmament and International     

Security Committee (DISEC)! DISEC, the     

First Committee of the General Assembly of       

the United Nations, mainly revolves around      

attempts to achieve world peace. As part of        

progressing national self-interests, each    

nation-state puts sovereignty, national    

security, and self-interest first, leading to a       

clamor for power over other nations -       

leading to a perpetual imbalance in power.       

This is where DISEC’s role is stressed, to        

progress values of global security and peace       

despite any sort of imbalances, whether it be        

in the military, economy, or politics. On       

paper, this responsibility was solidified 1945      

in Article 11 of the UN Charter, “[DISEC]        

seeks to consider the general principles of       

cooperation in the maintenance of     

international peace and security, including     

the principles governing disarmament and     

the regulation of armaments.” An important      

point to which the committee must heed is        

that DISEC works solely on a      

recommendation/urge basis and cannot    

impose punishments on a nation-state nor      

dictate any member’s action. Each and every       

discussion, decision, and association that     

you, as delegates representing nations, make      

today will have a profound and firm impact        

on the standing of this issue, and other        

respective nations, setting a precedent for      

future discussions. For this reason, delegates      

are encouraged to be bold in their       

resolutions, while adhering to their     

respective platforms. Thee dais looks     

favorably upon substantive and    

comprehensive solutions that engage    

discussion, even controversy. Make the most      

of this background guide, but keep in mind        

that it is purposed solely to provide you with         
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guidance on how to structure your      

resolutions and highlight points of focus for       

your discussion. Thus, delegates are urged to       

do their own research, especially with      

respect to how their represented countries      

relate to each topic. We have high       

expectations for this debate, so be ready to        

work, have fun, and tackle groundbreaking      

issues.  

 

STATEMENT OF THE ISSUE 

In the modern day, basic international      

humanitarian law dictates that combatants     

captured during an armed conflict between      

nations are to be defined and handled as        

prisoners of war (POWs) until determined      

otherwise. Within this blanket POW title,      

there are ever more specific categories of       

combatants who have succumbed to foriegn      

power and are entitled to this status. POW        

status, leading to an unwanted cloud      

regarding this classification, and its     

protections. In hopes of increasing     

specificity regarding POWs, it was furthered      

to apply to “captured members of irregular       

forces under responsible command; have a      

fixed distinctive sign (such as an insignia,       

uniform or other marking) recognizable at a       

distance; carry arms openly; and conduct      

their operations in accordance with the laws       

and customs of war.” Following the      

progression of this “identification protocol”     

regarding how to determine one as a POW,        

the Geneva Conventions was a series of       

treaties crucial to this issue. These treaties       

were concluded over an 85 year span, from        

1864 to 1949, each with varying focuses,       

which all colluded to the purpose of       

lessening the effects of war on both soldiers        

and civilians. As a post-Geneva entitlement,      

all POWs are subject to the full protection of         

the Third Geneva Convention, relative to the       

Treatment of Prisoners of War. What this       

convention states is that POWs may not be        
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tried for simply being combatants; they may       

not be tried for taking up arms against other         

combatants (because of the dutiful nature of       

this act given the nationally driven actions       

amidst a conflict). Although, they may be       

prosecuted for the same offenses for which       

the forces of the detaining power could be        

tried. This includes, for instance, crimes      

unrelated to the conflict, war crimes, and       

crimes against humanity. On the other hand,       

captured combatants who are not entitled to       

POW status are defined by various terms       

such as “unlawful combatants” or     

“non-privileged combatants.” Even though    

neither of these groups are explicitly      

mentioned in the Geneva Conventions, they      

are all still group of combatants that are        

protected under the Geneva Conventions     

through the Fourth Convention. This     

Convention also applies to civilian     

non-combatants who are affected by the      

conflict and entitled to special protections as       

“protected persons”. Thus, it becomes clear      

that, with so many variants of classifications       

and a lack of stringent guidelines as to how         

to mandate treatment accordingly, ambiguity     

in cohesion with national sovereignty     

spawns a great issue. 

 

HISTORICAL CONFLICTS 

The rules defining the protection of      

Prisoners of War were first outlined in the        

third Geneva Convention of 1949, tasked to       

prevent subjugation to torture, degrading     

treatment, and murder. While the number of       

PoWs in recent time has decreased, their       

treatment has trended in the opposite      

direction, becoming worse. The major     

question posed to our committee after      

observing this trend is: how can the rules        

outlined in the Geneva Convention be better       

enforced and adhered to in today’s age? In        

recent years, the global community has seen       

a significant decrease in the number of       
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prisoners of war. With the highest number of        

captors being during the World War era, the        

responsibilities of the captor nation have      

changed and evolved over the years.      

Moreover, the role of the individual prisoner       

has evolved as well. By 1952, the United        

Nations Command recognized that a     

prisoner of war can still be “an active        

soldier”, implying that surrender does not      

necessarily need to be an offer of peace. In         

1953 United States soldiers were instructed      

to attempt to escape if ever captured by the         

enemy. Tis Code of Conduct, issued via       

executive order by President Eisenhower in      

1955, requires military prisoners to give      

only their name, rank, service number, and       

date of birth. Robert Goldich, a former       

military-manpower analyst for the    

Congressional Research Service, has tracked     

the trends of prisoners of war over time. He         

lists multiple reasons for the decline in the        

number of Prisoners of War (POWs) in the        

modern combat arena.  

(1) The nature of combat. Most      

engagements aren’t above the size of an       

army platoon and many are much smaller, so        

there is much less opportunity for people to        

be captured from their unit and Surrender.       

(2) The nature of the enemy. Less ability to         

absolutely pound military forces with huge      

amounts of fire power, which, compared      

with other circumstances, might lead     

surrounded units to surrender. (3) Much      

lower casualty rates. Generally, casualty     

rates are roughly between 5 and 15% of        

what they were in past wars. This is likely         

due to the type of machinery used and        

overall war strategy evolvement. (4) No air       

strikes. In modern warfare, there has been a        

trend away from shooting down planes to       

have the pilot eject themselves. As a result,        

many U.S. personnel that were captured      

during the Vietnam War were airmen after       
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successfully parachuting to the ground. (5)      

Very high quality troops, largely due to       

bigger defense budgets globally. As a result,       

it is less likely for military personnel to        

make strategic mistakes. Moreover, with     

more intensive training, soldiers are less      

likely to a) be isolated from their unit or b)          

be willing to surrender.  

Enemies “policies” toward captured    

troops. At least in Iraq, there were several        

incidents in which several U.S. soldiers were       

captured, but later killed, often preceded by       

torture. Even in past wars, when enemies       

treated U.S. POWs very harshly (Imperial      

Japan; North Koreans and Chinese; North      

Vietnamese), they didn’t kill all or most of        

them. It’s undoubtedly a positive     

development that the number of POWs have       

decreased in recent decades, but it does       

mean that the few remaining cases of which        

remain may receive little attention     

politically or legally, reducing public     

pressure on officials to free those who have        

suffered such a fate. 

RELEVANT INTERNATIONAL 

ACTION AND PRESENT SITUATION 

While having war prisoners is a practice that        

has lasted centuries, this background guide      

will focus on the international actions and       

proposed solutions toward the treatment of      

war prisoners that has been put in place        

since the charter of the United Nations.       

Additionally, this section will focus on those       

with prisoner of war (POW) status, but will        

also address those without it. The most       

prominent law on the topic is the Geneva        

Convention, and the 1949 ( or Tird) Geneva        

Convention addressed humane treatment of     

POWs. It is backed by countries and states        

that “No physical or mental torture, nor any        

other form of coercion, may be inflicted on        

prisoners of war to secure from them       

information of any kind whatever. Prisoners      

of war who refuse to answer may not be         
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threatened, insulted, or exposed to any      

unpleasant or disadvantageous treatment of     

any kind.” Main clauses include Part II:       

Article 12 which emphasizes that while a       

POW is captive, he or she is under enemy         

power, not under the rule of a specific        

group. Moreover, Article 13 addresses     

humane treatment of war prisoners. It states       

that POWs must receive payment for any       

work or labor that they do, that they are able          

to inform their families of their capture and        

have their exact address given to their       

family, are afforded basic rights such as       

housing, food, clothing, medical attention,     

and that under typical circumstances, they      

are not to be placed in prison cells. The         

Fourth Geneva Convention and the     

accompanying Additional Protocol I of 1977      

expands the framework beyond POWs and      

also addresses civilians. Trough this,     

additional rights are granted to interned      

civilians, and their status under International      

Humanitarian Law is expanded. For     

reference, the rules of the Geneva      

Convention are governed by the     

International Committee of the Red Cross. 

 

ANALYSIS OF THE ISSUE 

Crucial to the analysis of the issue at large is          

evaluating the limitations of existing     

solutions, gaps in definitions and policies,      

and cases from history that are      

demonstrative of the need for change. Major       

limitations that must be noted are that the        

Geneva Convention does not protect those      

who have been tried with war crimes, and in         

multiple cases, international bodies have     

claimed that countries unfairly try POWs as       

war criminals. As such, there are fewer       

rights afforded to them. A case of this will         

be discussed below. Additionally, the     

Geneva Convention does not discuss     

brainwashing specifically, which is a newer      

form of treatment toward POWs, which can       
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be considered inhumane. Lastly, as will be       

noted below, there have been multiple cases       

in which the articles of the Geneva       

Convention, specifically Article 13 which     

discusses humane treatment, were not     

upheld. While the Geneva Convention is the       

most prominent agreement on the matter,      

other international agreements have been     

passed that delegates are encouraged to      

investigate in detail, such as the Agreement       

on the Gaza Strip and Jericho Area. They        

focus on those who have been in conflict        

with Israel. Additionally, The UN     

Subcommittee on Prevention of Torture and      

other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading     

Treatment or Punishment (SPT) was     

founded in 2007. Its purview includes      

checking on the treatment of detainees. As       

the creation of the Geneva Conventions was       

closely linked to Henri Dunant, founder of       

the Red Cross, this body has also played a         

historically significant role in alleviating     

issues of treatment of PoWs. A few notable        

cases of war prisoner treatment are detailed       

below, which can serve as important guides       

for study. 

 

Korean War 

During the Korean War, the North Korean       

side detained war prisoners and in some       

cases re-trained them in order to join their        

forces if the detainees had a skill set that         

would be useful. Major atrocities against      

Americans PoWs were the Taejon Massacre      

and Bamboo Spear Case—in the Taejon      

Massacre, approximately 60 American    

prisoners were taken to prison yards, where       

they were then forced to dig their own        

ditches prior to being shot at point blank        

range. In the Bamboo Spear case, 5       

American airmen were ambushed and     

punctured to death using bamboo sticks. 

 

Vietnam War 
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Furthermore, during the Vietnam War, both      

sides were noted for poor treatment and       

torture. It is notable that the prisoners were        

mistreated due to acts they did not       

personally commit, which is outlawed by the       

1949 Geneva Convention. At the beginning      

of the war, North Vietnam assumed a stance        

that captured Americans were “war     

criminals” who had committed crimes     

against the North Vietnamese, as the war       

was one of aggression. With this, American       

prisoners were not granted privileges under      

the Geneva Convention. Furthermore, the     

North Vietnamese did not provide names of       

Americans held prisoner to the International      

Red Cross so overall this case is one of the          

most notable in history as a breach of the         

Conventions.  

 

Persian Gulf War 

More recent cases also highlight the      

importance of discussing war prisoner     

issues. In the Persian Gulf War in 1991,        

Iraqi secret police abused war prisoners,      

breaking the Geneva Convention. All 23      

American POWs captured during Operation     

Desert Storm were reported to be tortured       

and abused—broken bones, perforated    

eardrums, and dismemberment of prisoners     

further served as proof of this treatment. A        

prominent case was the sexual abuse of       

American Major Rhonda Cornum who was      

captured by Iraq. Additionally, while the      

Iran-Iraq War ended in the late 1980s, the        

last POWs were exchanged as recently as       

2003, in violation of the quick release of        

POWs that is mandated after war ends.       

Clearly the magnitude of the issue remains       

at dangerous levels and the international      

community continues to face obstacles in      

truly improving the treatment of POWS. 

 

POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS 

International Clauses and Framework 
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As noted above, the Geneva Convention      

does not include any clauses regarding      

protecting prisoners of war who committed      

war crimes. However, in reality, numerous      

cases have occurred in which dubious claims       

of war crimes have been brought against a        

prisoner of war by a Geneva Convention       

signer. This allows for the Geneva      

Convention rules to be disregarded and have       

less regulation on the treatment of the war        

prisoners. By creating an international     

standard for the treatment of war prisoners       

who are awaiting trial regarding war      

criminals, potential abuses against them can      

be remedied and addressed.  

 

Tightening of Geneva Convention Rules on      

Timely Release 

As mentioned, the Geneva Convention does      

not have specifics on what is considered       

timely release of war prisoners as soon as a         

war has finished. This has led to multiple        

cases where it took years for prisoners to be         

released to their home countries. More      

specific guidelines can help amend this      

issue, so that there is a timeline countries        

must adhere to. 

 

The Right of Parole 

There have been failed attempts at policies       

and possible solutions over the course of       

history that can be learned from to create        

better solutions for modern times— the right       

of parole, for example, which evolved      

following the 1648 Peace of Westphalia.      

The US Department of Defence defines this       

as: “parole agreements are promises given to       

the captor by a POW to fulfill stated        

conditions, such as not to bear arms or not to          

escape, in consideration of special     

privileges, such as release from captivity or       

lessened restraint.” The paroling of enemy      

troops began thousands of years ago, but has        

not proven to be a successful policy. In the         
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United States, for example, military     

personnel who are PoWs are prohibited from       

accepting this role. The concept of parole       

has appeared in and out of various       

documents over time, as it has been found to         

be controversial for allowing captors to      

avoid the burden of care for PoWs. 

 

BLOC POSITIONS 

Americas & Western Europe 

The United States and Western European      

countries maintain the positions held within      

the third Geneva Convention which     

specifies that prisoners of war are prisoners       

of the power that holds them and not        

prisoners of the unit that takes their       

surrender; They uphold POWs’ right to      

basic rights such as honor, respect, and basic        

living needs. Many of these nations,      

primarily during World Wars, have either      

harbored or seen soldiers become POWs,      

leading to their ratification of the Third       

Geneva Convention to prevent their harmful      

treatment and conditions of captivity. 

Asia 

Most notably, the treatment of war prisoners       

during World War II by the Japanese       

highlights a disturbing war-time sequence of      

events that saw POWs treated inhumanely.      

However, not all countries that were      

involved in World War II, namely the       

USSR, refused to sign the Geneva      

Convention section on prisoner captivity.     

Japan signed the Convention, but did not       

ratify it and remained state signatories.      

Although, since the early to mid 1900’s,       

Asian nations have become signatories and      

ratified numerous treaties and multilateral     

agreements regarding the treatment of war      

prisoners. 

 

QUESTIONS TO CONSIDER 
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● What specific rights are prisoners of war       

entitled to? Are they universal     

throughout all instances of warfare? 

● What enforcement mechanisms are    

necessary to ensure that nations are      

abiding by the laws set forth by this        

committee? 

● How do national sovereignty and     

universal human rights strike a balance      

to find an optimal solution to the issue of         

POW treatment? 

● What is your nation’s point of view on        

POW treatment, and how does it      

compare to that of other nations or the        

broader, global community? 

● What role do treaties such as the Geneva        

Conventions play in modern warfare     

today, and with greater advancements in      

warfare, how can the international     

community adhere to such treaties? 

● What can be done to ensure that civilians        

are consistently protected when    

addressing this issue? 

 

CONCLUSION 

The treatment of PoWs is still a major point         

of concern, even if their numbers have       

declined. While this decrease is obviously      

good news, it does mean that the fate of         

those who do remain with PoW status       

receives less attention from governments     

and media alike. Keeping consistent with the       

laws formed during the Geneva Convention,      

how can member states ensure that the       

situation regarding current PoWs is     

appropriately addressed while creating an     

international standard for special cases, such      

as war criminals. The fundamental themes      

that this topic explores, such as national       

sovereignty and basic human rights are      

ever-pertinent to the status quo and through       

rigorous debate and negotiation, the     
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committee will decide how to treat these       

themes within the context of PoWs. The       

chairs - Rishi and Akash - are all incredibly         

excited to see you along with all of your         

solutions and debate! 


